
Strategies Applied:

• If you're making this for a party, it can all be made ahead. For ourselves, I make it often and 

pour into a pitcher to serve at will; we warm our individual mugs in the microwave. Yes, I am 
having one now, btw!

• Tea: Stock up in the summer when it's very cheap or even free with coupons - just to keep cost 

down I use Lipton tea.
• Cinnamon and cloves - I use the whole spices, but you could do with about a 1/2 teaspoon 

cinnamon and 1/8 to a 1/4 teaspoon of cloves. It will just make the tea a little murky. Cost: 
negligible

• Citrus Fruit - often on sale in the fall and winter; this is a perfect time to make it. I have, when 

I've had no lemon, added about a tablespoon of real lemon just to see...it wasn't too bad. This 
needs some acidic component to keep it from being too cloying. Lemons and oranges were each
80 cents for a total of $1.20.

• Juices: The pineapple, pear, cider combination is just about perfect - but expensive. Try 

substituting the apple or apple cider for the pear. I will sometimes use a concentrate, like 
pineapple orange and skip the actual orange. (If I do this, I don't simmer the 10 minutes, I just 
heat through. If there is added sugar, reduce the amount in the recipe.) Since apple juice is so 
sweet, the cider does help develop the taste of the recipe. Always buy juices on sale with a 
coupon! I used 4 cups apple cider and 2 cups pineapple. Apple cider: $1.26. Pineapple: $1.45. 
Consider juicing your own if you own a juicer or a great blender. I personally love the thickness
of blended juices.

• Sugar: Stock up around any "baking" type holidays, my cost today 21 cents.


